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HEROES 
What we may learn from modern heroines and heroes 
about the power of resilience 
 
 
➤ A wonderfully lively entry to the subject matter  
➤ Examples which explain the basics of resilience and encourage 
the reader 
➤ Quick guide to concise information and help 
 
 
We experience those minor adversities in life, but then there are 
those major blows of Fate, which really challenge our resilience. 
What constitutes this resilience, or our ability to deal with 
challenges? How do we arrive at accessing that power? Here, the 
author presents seventeen examples of heroines and heroes, who 
dealt with and resolved great challenges, and she introduces us to 
ten aspects of resilience. She helps us understand what resilience 
really is and how we may strengthen it in ourselves and in others. 
 
 
From childhood onward, we have a desire to be a hero or heroine, to lead a fulfilled life, yet it is often difficult to 
deal with our crises or blows of Fate. We are abandoned by people we love, perhaps lose a job, or experience 
serious illnesses, personally or in others. Some of us have to lead a life with disabilities, experience violence, become 
witnesses or victims of terror attacks. Or maybe we are challenged by other difficulties. In our great need, we then 
often ask ourselves, “How can I deal with this?” 
This book provides answers. 
Using examples of well-known personalities, who cope with, or have coped with, blows of Fate in an admirable 
fashion, the author describes various elements of our inner resilience. This is followed by advice on how to 
strengthen a particular aspect of resilience in oneself and in others, and how thus not only to overcome personal 
catastrophes, but actually grow through them and become a stable, more mature personality again. 
 
The book addresses the younger generation and those very busy people, who are able to perceive certain themes 
very quickly, and are looking for basic information about those important and topical subjects of ‘resilience’, ‘inner 
strength’ and ‘coping with crises’, as well as strategies. 
 
 
 
 
Birgit M. Begus is a Diploma Sociologist, director of the BEGUS Consultation company, a coach for personality 
development, and an author. In 2016, together with Dr. Martens, she compiled the title, “Das Geheimnis seelischer 
Kraft – Wie Sie durch Resilienz Schicksalsschlaege und Krisen ueberwinden”, (The secret of soul power – how to 
overcome blows of fate and crises through personal resilience); publisher: Kohlhammer. Noëlle studied art in Paris, 
graphic design in Munich. Art director of pictorial volumes and renowned periodicals. She has been awarded 
numerous prizes. 
 
 
ISBN  978-3-89060-776-4, 144 pages, numerous photos, b/w paperback with flaps, 18,00 €  
 
NOT included: Rights for the photos. 
 

 
 



 
Light Tools of Avalon 
Accessing healing through inner journeys to power 
places 
 
➤ Easy to follow exercises 
➤ Power places as support on one’s path journey 
➤ A helpful, practical guidebook 
 
 
 
In her book, authors Kira Klenke takes on an internal and 
external journey. Step by step, easy to follow, and in a simple, 
playful manner, she helps us learn about fifteen powerful light 
tools, which provide us with a gateway to magic and healing 
powers. Through travelling to places of power in our 
imagination, we are able to access their specific magical 
energies. 
 
These light tools enable an activation of our inner compass, for 
example, or even the ability to find for ourselves advice and 
counsel in difficult situations, as well as answers to urgent 
questions. 
Light tools exist which may support us in finally realizing things 
we have yearned for a long time. Other tools enable us to break 
through annoying circular thoughts, to step back from a burdensome issue or problem, to think freely, and to make a 
decision without being influenced by outer things. Other tools may initiate a liberation of our heart power, the 
power to self-heal, or help make it possible to send healing to animals, plants, or our planet. Through practically 
utilizing these light tools, we may gain an experience which shows us, that many more possibilities and paths are 
open to us than we have hitherto believed. 
 
A light lives inside each one of us, which shines and is unique. We all possess an internal compass, which we can rely 
on, and which may both securely and with loving care, lead us to experiences of being alive, full of joie de vivre, 
sensory joy and full of power.  
But how – or where – can we enter into this state? 
Locations exist, among them so-called power places, to which entry may be gained in a magical way, both easily and 
quite naturally. In this volume, we learn how we may access the sacred consciousness-field of such portal locations, 
even from our own homes. We may connect with such places even without taking long journeys. Every power place 
is unique – just as we human beings are. Each power place possesses its very own energy field, which may open 
within us a special potential and a certain “inner door” to ourselves. There, we may find light tools, which help us to 
grow and support us authentically to live our true natures. 
 
 
 
Kira Klenke, a mathematics graduate and retired professor, is an experienced light worker and an intuitive. Many 
years ago, she learned how, in meditation, to enter a limitless space beyond every-day logic and rational thought. 
Kira Klenke would like her books to help people, and support them in their efforts to be happy, successful and, above 
all, to live an authentic life full of meaning. Her particular forte is connecting sensitive, high-vibrational intuition with 
logical structure and clarity. www.kiraklenke.de 
 
 
 
 
ISBN 978-3-89060-770-2, paperback with flaps, 128 pages, 14,00 €  
 



 
 
The essential nature of our organs 
The wisdom of your body 
 

 
 
 
➤ Pictorial immediate access to our physical organs 
➤ Fourth expanded edition 
➤ Expert, sophisticated depictions of physical organs 
 
 
After the best-selling success of the associated card deck, we 
present this new edition, expanded by 21 further physical organs.  
 
Our organs would like us to perceive them as spiritual-physical 
basic elements of our Being, even as elementary entities. 
These elementary entities invite us to change our perceptions and 
to experience our physical organs in a very different way. Paying 
attention to the elementary entities of our physical organs means 
we are opening up spiritual spaces within our consciousness. 
Beyond this, we may possibly even enable miracles. 
 
If we engage with these elementary entities of our organs, we are able to experience our bodies in the form of a 
marvellous concert, in which our physical organs create a wondrous symphony of the highest virtuosity.  
Those elementary entities are then able to reflect back to us a holistic harmony of our physical organs through 
access to portraits of their entities.  
 

                 
 
 
Ewald Kliegel (*1957) was first trained as a medical masseur. Following on, he underwent extensive further 
education/training in the field of physiotherapy. He spent 30 years working as a non-medical practitioner in 
Stuttgart. The emphasis of his work was on the reflex zones of the body and on communicating with the physical 
organs. He published several books on both subjects, which were translated into six other languages. 
Anne Heng (*1953) studied art and enjoys working as an artist, graphic designer and awareness trainer. From 1986 
to the present, she has been working as a free-lance artist, having launched more than thirty exhibitions in Germany 
and abroad, and as an illustrator. She lives and works in Weilburg, Germany. 
 
 
 
ISBN 978-3-89060-773-3, Hardcover, 176 pages, including 54 colour plates, €28,00 
 
Not available: English language rights 



Soul Impulse Cards 
For your heart’s journey 
 
➤ Cards for impulses 
➤ Light-filled companions for every day 
➤ Effective aids for coaching work 

 
 

 
 
Inspiring colour illustrations and messages serve as pathfinders on the level of 
the soul. They touch the heart and help us with self-development and toward 
a life of fulfilment. Each card is uniquely full of energy and a light-bearing 
companion for every-day life. 
In addition, these soul impulses are an effective tool for coaches and 
counsellors, and for meditation. 
 
 
How may we interpret these soul impulse cards?  
These colour cards are inspirational and are derived from the wisdom of your soul! Allow yourself to access the right 
atmosphere, a moment of peace, and observe your own breath in order to centre yourself.  
Then lay out the cards face down in front of you and choose the issue or subject for which you would like an 
impulse. 
Move your hand above the cards, and form a question: what is important for me right now? You will be able to sense 
which card your hand is drawn to. 
Allow the picture and the subject matter to work on you, and feel the resonance being triggered. Afterwards, not 
before, use the accompanying book to read the message and the affirmation of the card. 
Look at the light essence of the card, and utilize its energy for your heart’s journey. 
 

                    
 
 
 
Manuela Gyr-Abt loves people, Nature, colours and creativity. She is a coach for life themes in her own practise 
“Brennpunkt” (“Focus”), a space for heart-energy-creation. She encourages and supports many women in loving and 
believing in themselves, and in accessing their energy and joy. She is married, a mother of two children and lives 
with her family on Lake Zurich. www.brenn-punkt.ch 
 
 
 
 
 
ISBN 978-3-89060-769-6, book 80 pages, 54 cards, 85 x 123mm in a box with a magnetic lid, 22,00 €.  
 
 
 


